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â€œI believe those of us with Aspergerâ€™s are here for a reason, and we have much to offer. This

book will help you bring out those gifts.â€•Â In his bestselling memoir,Â Look Me in the Eye, John

Elder Robison described growing up with Aspergerâ€™s syndrome at a time when the diagnosis

didnâ€™t exist. He was intelligent but socially isolated; his talents won him jobs with toy makers and

rock bands but did little to endear him to authority figures and classmates, who were put off by his

inclination to blurt out non sequiturs and avoid eye contact.By the time he was diagnosed at age

forty, John had already developed a myriad of coping strategies that helped him achieve a

seemingly normal, even highly successful, life. InÂ Be Different, Robison shares a new batch of

endearing storiesabout his childhood, adolescence, and young adult years, giving the reader a rare

window into the Aspergian mind.In each story, he offers practical adviceâ€”for Aspergians and

indeed for anyone who feels â€œdifferentâ€•â€”on how to improve the weak communication and

social skills that keep so many people from taking full advantage of their often remarkable gifts. With

his trademark honesty and unapologetic eccentricity, Robison addresses questions like:â€¢ How to

read others and follow their behaviors when in uncertain social situationsâ€¢ Why manners

matterâ€¢ How to harness your powers of concentration to master difficult skillsâ€¢ How to deal with

bulliesâ€¢ When to make an effort to fit in, and when to embrace eccentricityâ€¢ How to identify

special gifts and use them to your advantageEvery person, Aspergian or not, has something unique

to offer the world, and every person has the capacity to create strong, loving bonds with their friends

and family.Â Be DifferentÂ will help readers and those they love find their path to success.
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John Elder Robison has spent his life teaching himself to compensate for his own lack of social

skills due to living with Asperger's Syndrome. His first book, "Look Me in the Eye" includes stories of

hilarity and pain, sometimes at his own expense. The response to these stories has surely far

surpassed his expectations, as he quickly becomes looked to as "the guide" to parents' hopes and

teachers' dreams. Seeing the need for more information, Robison offers to others the best

understanding he has developed about autistic thinking throughout a life span in his new book, "Be

Different"."Be Different" offers deeper explanations of this thinking - at least as Robison has

experienced it - as a child and as an adult. He reflects on how much easier his own life might have

been if others had been there to guide him rather than punish him for unknown transgressions. In an

attempt to enlighten those who are trying to desperately to understand, but who are handicapped by

being "nypical" (non-Aspergians), he has answered some of the questions asked of him by the

many caregivers and loved ones who now look to him for this guidance plus much more.Robison

has a knack for humor as he describes and analyzes events with explanations for his blank stares

and misunderstandings due to differences in language interpretation. He refutes the idea that lack of

response means lack of feelings, in fact, he states that the truth is quite the opposite. Some of the

issues he discusses are as problematic to "nypicals" as they were to him, and his salient points

apply to many children who are misunderstood by those who make assumptions instead of making

the effort.
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